
Ultimate 32-Inch TV Buying Guide | Plus Top Five in Singapore!

Buying a 32-inch TV in Singapore for your apartment is all about suiting your needs. If you're the
practical type who wants entertainment without bells and whistles, buy the cheapest one. If you
like something that can boost your room's aesthetics, you can't go wrong with the borderless TV.
If color accuracy matters to you, have a go at Samsung's 32-inch television.

Factors to consider in buying 32-Inch TV

1. Screen Resolution - screen resolution is the number of horizontal and vertical pixels on
display. The higher the number, the more pixels; and the more pixels, the sharper the
image. Hence, if you have a 32-Inch TV in Singapore but is in HD, it will show higher
quality images than a 55-Inch HDTV. size is not always accurate. Size is more of a
classification. If a TV claims that it is 32 inches or 55, it is only stating its category.
Sometimes, it can be short or more than half an inch. But to keep things simple,
manufacturers merely label them as 32, 40, 42, and onward. But, hey, what's half an
inch or two.

High definition (HD) / 921,600 pixels / 720p lines of Resolution / This resolution
has two times greater than that of an analog TV.

Full HD / 2.1 million pixels / 1080p lines of Resolution / HDTVs with twice the
resolution of standard HD, even on smaller screens.

4K UHD / 8 million pixels / 2160p /Any screen size can benefit from superior pixel
power, which provides four times the resolution of HD.

8K UHD / 33 million pixels / 4320p / Extraordinary high-definition on large
screens thanks to an incredible 33 million pixels.

2. LED or OLED?

LED TVs give a more vibrant image. It also has a better dynamic range with more
pronounced blacks compared to basic LCDs. Apart from that, LED TVs are more
eco-friendly.

OLED screens are more color accurate. They also have better contrast, wide
viewing angles, and a picture that is virtually free of blurring. The only
disadvantage is that they are still significantly more expensive.

3. Refresh Rate

The number of times an image is refreshed per second. This aspect can get
pretty complicated, so we'll just cut it short. The standard refresh rate today is 60
Hz. When buying your 32-inch TV in Singapore, make sure that you avoid any TV
with a refresh rate lower than 60 Hz.



Other TV Specs to Learn

● Processors
● Design
● Brightness
● Ports

Top Five 32-Inch TVs in Singapore

● Best Overall 32-Inch TV - 2021 Xiaomi TV | P1

● Best Bright Full-HD 32-Inch TV With Mobile Mirroring - Android TV iFFALCON

● Best Durable Color-Accurate 32-Inch TV - Samsung 32T4300

● Best Affordable 32-Inch TV - SHARP 2T-C32BD1X

● Best Slim 32-Inch TV for Your Bedroom - TCL 32S6500
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